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About the book
During my years of spiritual search, I've tried many paths in the School of
Yoga. All of them are individually important, and at the same time
interdependent.
The path of the intellect develops in the Yogi the capacity to DISCERN
between the real and the unreal. To choose consciously what works for
oneself and what doesn't. This book was written in my years of deep selfinquiry, or unhappiness with my own life and the things around me.
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Copyright
Author
Ubiratan Gonzaga
Copyright©2015UbiratanGonzaga
First Published using Papyrus,2015
This book may be purchased for educational, business, or sales
promotional use. Online edition will be available soon for this title. For
more information, contact https://www.birayoga.com or
bira@birayoga.com
While every precaution has been taken in the preparation of this
book,the publisher and authors assume no responsibility for errors or
omissions, or for damages resulting from the use of the information
contained herein.
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Preface
Jnana Yoga is the path of self-knowledge through inquiring and
questioning. However, it is done without holding to any conclusion or
tangible concept. It is pure observation, and it can be an eternal trap for
people attached to their diplomas and sharp intellects.
Its main focus is Existence itself. It questions the nature of mind, man,
the creation and the Creator if there is any, and the relationship between
them, to be realized by the yogi in its own life experience through the
practice of Yoga.
The Path of Knowledge does not necessarily means wisdom. Wisdom is
silent and humble compassion, and knowledge without realization can
very easily make us proud of knowing and imposing it on others, what is
in fact pure ignorance.
This should be remembered when searching for spiritual knowledge,
since Jnana Yoga also deals with religious thinking, religious life and
actual religion, which is leading a life faithful to one's own principles and
integrity without harming or forcing it on others.
The following texts were written in India in 2004 during my period with
the monks and yogis in the Himalayas. They are intellectual exercises
that can help opening our minds to a different way of understanding
things.
What is written here is not new. There are no answers. Only the reader
can decide what to do with it; to keep it or to throw it.
However, it is my sincere desire that it helps you to make the right
questions.
Hare Om.
Bira
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Mind, Thought and Time
Why is it that we are always trying to find a reason, an explanation for
everything we see, listen and feel?
Well, we feel empty sometimes. This can be one explanation. We, as
conscious people, are always wanting to find a reason for everything,
both good and bad, and trying to find a reason is a good way to excuse
ourselves.
This is how we can escape from what we are and don’t even notice, and
things remain as they are. Just see around you. Very few people spend
time trying to find out the answers for the basic questions of life, and
many don’t even know they are not living.
Who is right?
Who is wrong?
Is it really possible that somebody can find answers for the questions of
life and still be sincere with oneself?
I mean, being sincere with the real Truth of Existence and not the one
idealized, memorized, dreamed by others and learned from the books,
without deluding oneself with escapes and explanations? Just to realize
our lives simply the way it is and be content, with no ideals or doctrines,
without looking for any protection?
Good questions. We know that trying to protect ourselves only creates
divisions and wars; it only makes us unsafe, with even more conflict
between one and the world outside.
Don’t you agree with me?
Just try to begin thinking clearly. Don’t waste your time suffering with
your feelings anymore, but observe instead why they are coming, the
root cause, and this is not the same as trying to find a reason or
explaining them to oneself.
You may be trying to do it already, but still, why is so difficult to see the
deeper motive for being in this planet, alive and breathing, eating and
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drinking, moving from one place to the other and still without
understanding oneself?
Very well.
Perhaps, because we want to do it.
Why not? We really want to find out what we should do with this life, and
we want to achieve that perfect happiness and peace we imagine to
ourselves. Perhaps we can’t imagine it, but we have heard of it. It is the
same that our parents told us, the priests and monks and gurus, and all
the good religious people who claim to know the road to the truth.
It is the same happiness that a gigantic mountain of mistaken values and
superficial behavior had been forced on us since ancient times. We are
products of a society that worships property and money, sex and
comfort, and TV shows, and music, and commercials of cars with fancy
people, mobile phones and big houses and swimming pools.
Do you see it?
Can you see how many things we have in our minds?
Please try, for this is Jnana Yoga.
*

No one can give you the Truth of your life. It is not a thing to be given by
another. You see it, or you don't. Some people say that all this is inside
you. Is it true?
Our mind is a perfect computer that has information memorized in our
subconscious mind and we don’t remember, but we don’t forget it as
well. Perhaps, this terrible feeling of emptiness without knowing why or
what to do to overcome it, comes because of this.
Deep inside we really know what is best for us, but don’t believe in what
I’m saying. Go inside your own heart, look at your own life and find out
by yourself.
Make your own conclusions, or any if you are wise.
Many of us feel lost because these programed values are making us
whom we are, and we were forced to accept them since we were
children, without thinking, without questioning.
All our feelings, emotions and thoughts are moved by this very same
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reason. Most of our emotions and thoughts are not actually ours. They
are like a computer software programmed by others; and we are not
really aware of what is going on in our minds, but we feel its
consequences in our lives very well.
What feeling do they give us?
Can you tell?
What is happening in the world right now?
If something is not in harmony with the simple, the obvious, with
truthfulness, what happens? What happens if something has no basis to
be truth, but influences violently who we are, our lives, our family, our
friends, our thoughts, the idea of what we think we are?
It creates a psychological conflict.
This we can see very clear. We are living this conflict every day and so we
suffer. Still, why do we suffer? Why do we suffer for something at all?
Because to suffer, we must suffer for something.
Is it possible to suffer for something that we are not identified with?
If you don't feel related to something, is it possible to suffer for this
thing?
If I don’t know you, in theory I don’t suffer when you suffer. Although if I
know and love you, I suffer when you suffer. So, you suffer because you
are one with what you know, your mind, your thoughts, and are trying to
change it. This trying to change is creating the conflict.
Does it makes sense?
Are you identified with your thoughts because they are you?
Now, who are you?
Do you know who you are?
If you don’t, how do you know that you are the problem, and not all the
garbage putted in your mind by the society you grew and live in? How
can you know if your life is good or bad, if you don’t even now if your life
has a meaning? Should it have it or not at all?
Why?
How can you think, if you do, that you are the problem, and not all these
stupid values that never existed in reality, and the impossible ways
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people told you to find out the real, which is in fact unreal? If you really
are your thoughts, why should you suffer anyway? If your thoughts are
you, what can you do??
Nothing.
This is the problem, because we always want to do something.
*

Now, suppose there is really something we can do with our thoughts.
Suppose, as we are used to do, that our thoughts are something apart
from us. What is the first thing we try to do as a natural, instinctive
reaction, when having any kind of uncomfortable thought?
Change it?
Does a change ever solve our core problem, which is thought itself?
How many times did you change this year?
Do you see it?
Again we find out that trying to change is the problem.
Trying to overcome, to conquer, to become a better person will never
solve our problem, because we are not the problem. However, you will
never see this truth and stop with your suffering, as long as you don’t
understand first that only the way which you relate to your mind is the
cause of all suffering.
Only this fact and nothing else is responsible for your happiness or
unhappiness. A wise yogic advice is to stop trying to see your problems
from the outside.
Don’t waste your time ruminating on them, but go straight to the source.
You do it by observing your emotions and thoughts, your behavior
twenty- four hours a day, without trying to excuse or explain them.
The practice of Hatha Yoga comes here. It develops this internal
awareness. Once you see it, the problem is naturally gone, for the
mechanism, the way that your mind works, is consciously understood.
Your suffering and emotions, with all its limitations and problems which
are not real, are information stored in your brain as memory, conscious
or unconscious, and you will never forget them in the way you think you
should.
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Only the way you understand them makes you whatever you think they
are. You suffer because you grew with so many false values like
everybody, including the author, and this is very easy to understand.
Now, think with me.
The real root of our problem.
What happens when our minds are fully loaded by information of what
we should do, how we should do, when we should do, what we should
eat, what we should drink, what we should dress? How we should walk,
what we should believe, the god we must believe? The religion we must
follow, the prayer we must repeat, the ideal we must have, the goals we
must attain and the things we must have?
What happens?
Please think.
This is what happens.
We don’t think anymore.
We just do what they say, and therefore we suffer.
Our mind is trained to be totally lazy, just see people around you. We are
not used to think properly and it is difficult to make it working again. This
is what we are doing right now.
We are not supposed to be satisfied with things the way they are, if we
are the least sincere with ourselves. Being conscious of our own
limitations is already a great first step.
If you already do it, congratulations.
The fact that you see that it’s not the country, not the place, not the work,
not the people, but you, is already a great thing. Now, don’t try to change
who you are in any way, but observe the causes of your behavior and
thoughts with no self-created divisions; there are no bad and good
feelings, bad and good thoughts.
There is only feeling and thinking.
*

Our mind was putted to sleep hundreds of centuries ago by all this
conditioning we were forced to accept as truth, and those who didn’t
accept were called insane. They were killed in the cross and the fire. If
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you are getting conscious of your conditioning and the garbage in your
mind, you will notice that still there is conflict and this is normal,
because you are normal and is trying to find a solution.
Is there any solution?
Does it should?
If there is, how can you find it?
How long it will take?
How long?
How many years more do you want to suffer? How can one be free from
this conditioning and see things the way they actually are, clear as the
water in the fountain?
How can one be aware of its own conditioning?
Perhaps, if we begin by observing our behavior with people, nature,
money, sex, observing what we think when we are eating and walking
alone.
Maybe if we quit having pity of ourselves and stop believing in everything
we have heard, and just see the beauty of what is in front of us. What is
in front of us?
The blue light in the sky, the birds and the butterfly. The trees and the
glow in every eye, without judging or comparing with information we
have in our memory.
How can one be like this?
Is it possible to attain a state of mind where nothing disturbs us
anymore?
Let’s see.
Can we attain it?
To attain something, a house, peace, love, God or anything, the first thing
we have to do is to be able to recognize it. To recognize means to know
already, so you know when you see it and certainly want it.
Is it possible to recognize something you never saw?
If something comes to you and you don’t recognize it, it certainly goes
away and you don’t even notice, isn’t it? If you don’t know me, obviously
you don’t recognize me. I can pass by you a hundred times and nothing
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will happen.
Therefore, to attain a state of peace and love, you must know what peace
and love are first, and than you can recognize it.
How can you know?
Do you know?
Is peace something that depends on something or someone?
Is love something to be brought about somehow?
What about God or illumination?
How can you attain it if you have no idea of how they are, if they are
something at all? How do you know if you got it? You may have an idea
of what they are, of what they should be; but who knows if what you
think is the truth, the real thing?
The truth is that you will never satisfy your mind, because everything you
think always will be your mind, and not the truth. This is the reason why
so many people go to the church for fifty years and still don’t know what
God is.
Suppose you spend your whole life trying to understand the meaning of
life, trying to be happier, wishing to be illuminated and live in eternal
bliss. Or at least having a little peace, and cry and suffer for twenty or
thirty years more.
What happens?
Do you know?
You simply don’t live your life.
Your waste your life trying to understand it, and if you do it, how can you
know it’s true? How can you say to yourself, now I’m happy and nothing
will bother me anymore?
This is impossible to be said and still be true, because happiness does
not depend on time, and you will suffer as long as you depend on time.
Depending on time means that you want to be better in the future. You
want to be better from what you are right now, and for this, time is
necessary.
It only happens when you don’t like what you are and compare with who
you want to be. When you measure what you see with whom you think
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you should be. You remember the future or the past, make a dream and
does not accept what you are in the present.
Have you ever done this?
When we want to be something else, time is essential for the change to
happen, and as long as we do it, we will suffer. You will suffer forever if
you don’t see this simple truth.
As long as you say to yourself, I am confused, you are really confused,
because one more time, happiness does not depend on time. Truth does
not depend on time and love does not depend on time, and peace does
not depend on time.
As long as you look at the world remembering some happiness you
maybe never felt, but want it, as long as you don’t accept yourself and
this world the way it is, without judging if its good or bad, you will cry.
The whole thing is to understand what time is.
Is there any time to be free from pain?
How long does it takes to be free from suffering?
Actually, what is time?
*

Time is necessary to wash your hands. Time is necessary to learn a
language or drive a car. Time is necessary to go to your work or buying
fruits at the market. We need time to do anything we think; we need time
to build a house.
Therefore, time is a measure between a desire or necessity, and the
realization of it. It is also something that happened and the memory of it.
Time is the space between a state and the next one. A chronological
time, when we look at our face in the mirror and notice our body getting
old.
A time measured by the clock.
Is there any time apart from this?
I mean, is there a psychological time?
How many old people have you seen with the mind of a child? How many
children have you seen with the patience of an old man? When you are
remembering the past or the future, aren’t you thinking about them in
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the present? When you have a memory of twenty years ago, aren’t you
having it in the present?
You see?
How do you know time exists?
You are aware of time only when you feel it in your daily life. When you
are conscious or awake you know time exists and you feel tired, you feel
hungry. You see the Sun rising and setting, you see the Moon growing, all
this in the present.
This fact creates the whole problem. Tomorrow morning you will
remember the beautiful Moon of yesterday in the present, and this Moon
is not real anymore, but the Sun in your face in the moment you are
thinking it, and so you don’t live the present.
The only real time.
What happens when you are sleeping?
Is there any time at all?
When you are sleeping, you don’t know for how long you were sleeping
until you awake. You close your eyes, when you open them again is
already daytime, and what happens when you awake early in the
morning, even before leaving your bed? What is the first thing you do
before opening your eyes, and know it is time to have a shower and go to
work?
You think.
Therefore, time is the size, a measurement of thought.
You think and time exists. If you don’t, time is gone. That’s why you need
time to find something you desire, because you have to think about it
first.
This means that you will never find unconditional peace and love, for
they already have a condition which it is to find it. You will never find the
Eternal because if it is unconditional and eternal, it does not depend on
time to be found.
It’s impossible to find the way to be happy, to find an answer, because to
find anything we need time. Time and thought are the same thing.
Time is a creation of the human mind, and anything it creates cannot be
truth, because the truth doesn’t need time or mind to be manifested.
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Truth simply is. The human brain cannot recognize what is not thought,
and God or Truth isn’t a thought. They simply are.
So, there is no time to be happy.
No time to have peace.
It is now or never.
Did you get it?
If you are not happy in the present, you will never be happy in the future,
because the future will be the present. If you want to be better, if you
want to be free, if you are trying to find a reason to be alive and
breathing, you are depending on time to find the way. You will never find
it because there is no reason to be. We simply are what we are. If there is
any reason, the only reason to be alive is to be immortal, and the
immortal ones never needed time.
You are immortal already.
You are illuminated already.
Right now, in the present moment.
Do you believe it?
Please don’t.
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